NOTE ON NORMAL SUBGROUPS OF THE
MODULAR GROUP
L. GREENBERG

Let r denote the modular
tional transformations

group, namely the group of linear frac-

az + b
T(z) = -,
cz + d
where a, b, c, d are integers
transformations

and ad —be = 1. It is well known

X(z) =--,

Y(z) = - ——
Z

generate

T, with defining

that the

1+2

relations
X2 = Y3 = 1.

We shall often need to consider the element Z = XY, which is a parabolic transformation.
Any parabolic transformation
in V is conjugate

to a power of Z.
Let A be a normal subgroup

of finite index p in T. The level n of
integer such that ZnEN. The conjugacy class of Z in r splits up into a finite number of equivalence
classes under conjugacy by N. The number t of equivalence classes is
called the parabolic class number of N. It is known that the integers
N is defined

as the least positive

p, n, t satisfy

(1)

the relation

M = nt.

One way of seeing this relation is the following. T operates discontinuously in the upper half-plane D. We obtain quotient surfaces
St = D/Y and Sn = D/N. Since A is a normal subgroup of Y, we have
a normal (branched) covering <p: Sn—*St. Sn is a closed surface with
t punctures, and Sr is the sphere with one puncture. If we compactify
Sr and Sn by adding a point p at the puncture
in Sr, and points
Pi, P2, ■ ■ • , pt at the punctures in Sn, we obtain surfaces ST, Sn and
a normal covering $: Sn—>Sr- The covering has p sheets and there
are exactly t points lying over p, each of which has branching order
n — 1 (i.e. n sheets meet at each pi). By counting the sheets over p,

we find p = nt.
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It is clear that there is only a finite number of subgroups N of
index p. It is also known that there are infinitely many normal subgroups of level n, for all integers n ^ 6. (There are only finitely many
for 1 ^w^5.)
To find such groups, one might as well add the relation
Zn = 1 to the relations for T. We then obtain the triangle group
A(2, 3, n). It is known that this is finite for w^5, and infinite for
w^6. In the last case it is known (cf. Fox [l]) that A(2, 3, n) contains subgroups of finite index without elements of finite order. It
therefore contains infinitely many normal subgroups N, such that Z

has order n mod N.
We now ask the analogous question for the parabolic class number
t. M. Newman [3] has shown that there are infinitely many nonnormal subgroups of finite index in Y with t parabolic classes, for any
integer t = \. He also showed that there are only finitely many normal
subgroups with 15»11. In this paper we shall show that for any t^l,
there is only a finite number of normal subgroups with t parabolic
classes.
Let H be a finite homomorphic
image of V, and let F be a finite
cyclic group. We wish to study extensions G of F by H such that F
is contained in the center of G (H^G/F).
One obtains such extensions

from factor sets {/*,»}, where u, vEH, f„,,EF
V^/

Juv.wfu.v

(3)

and

fu,vwjv,w,

fu.l = /l.u = 1.

The extension

G then

consists

of elements

guf (uEH,

fEF)

with

multiplication:
(4)

(gufl)igvf2) = guvfu,vflf2,

(cf. Hall [2]).
Lemma 1. Let x, y, z be the images of X, Y, Z in H, and let z have
order k. Suppose that the factor set {/«,rj satisfies:

(a) /*,*=/»,»/»,»»=1,
(b) fz.zfz.zi ■ ■ ■fz,i*-lfx,y=f,
where f generates F. Then G is a homomorphic image of T.

Proof.

Let x —gx, y = gv. Then
2

X

=

3

2
gx =

gzix.x

3

=

y = gy = gtfvJvJ
Therefore

the subgroup

G generated

1,

= L

by x and y is a homomorphic

image of V. If we can show that GZ)P, it will follow that G = G.
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z = xy = gxgy = gzfx,y. By

= gz*f.,zfz,* ■ • ■Jz.z^fx.v

In

induction,

particular

we

can

show

zk = g^ft,lfl^

1197
that

zr

• ■ • /»,.*-i/£»

=/. Therefore GZ)F and G = G.

q.e.d.

Lemma 2. Let G be a finite homomorphic image of Y, and let x, y, z
be the images of X, Y, Z in G. Let k divide the order of z, and suppose that
the subgroup F generated by zh is central in G. Let H = G/F, and let
x, y, z be the images of x, y, z in H. Then there exists a factor set [fv,v}
for G, relative to F and H, which satisfies conditions (a), (b) of Lemma 1.

Proof. Choose x, y, y2, z,z2, ■ • • , zk~l to be the coset representatives of their T"-cosets. It will then follow that
Jz.V = Jx.x

= Jy.ti = Jv,y

Jz.z

Jz,z

~

= Jz,z

=

1,

and
/...*"'

=

Z".

q.e.d.
Lemma 3. Let N be a normal subgroup of finite index in Y, with t
parabolic classes. Let G = Y/N and let x, y, z be the images of X, Y, Z
in G. Let U be the subgroup generated by z. Then U contains a subgroup

F such that
(a) F is contained in the center of G,

(b) [G:F]^t2.
Proof. Let F= UC\xUx~l. Since F is normalized by x and 2, it is
a normal subgroup of G. For g£G, let a,: F—+F he the automorphism
«o(/) =S~lfi- We then have :a| = a^ = 1, axav = a1 = 1. Therefore «» = «„

= 1, so F is central in G. Since [G: U] = [G:xC7x_1] =/, it follows that
[G:F]^t2.
q.e.d.
Theorem 1. Let N be a normal subgroup of Y with t parabolic classes
and index p. Then p JS6£4.

Proof.

Let G = Y/N and let x, y, z be the images of X, Y, Z in G.

Let F he the central subgroup from Lemma 3. F is generated by 2*
(where k divides the order of 2). Let H = G/F, r = order(F), s = order

(TT). Then p = rs and s^t2.
Let x, y, 2 be the images of x, y, z in H. By Lemma 2, there is a
factor set {/«,»} for G, relative to F and H, which satisfies conditions
(a), (b) of Lemma 1. By a theorem in extension theory (Hall [2],
p. 223) the extension G' corresponding
to the factor set \fsu,,} splits.
Since F is central, this means that G' ~FXH.
Let F" denote the subgroup of F consisting of all 5th powers, and

let G"= {gufEG'lfEF'}.

G" is a subgroup of G', since the factors
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fu,t>EF'. G" is the extension of F' by H, corresponding
to the factor
set {/«.»}• Since the factors f'UiWsatisfy conditions
(a) and (b) of
Lemma 1 (with F replaced by F"), it follows that G" is a homomorphic

image of T.
Since G'^FXH,
there is a projection w.G'—>F. Let F'=w(G").
F' is a homomorphic
image of V, which contains Fa. Since an abelian
homomorphic image of T has order ^6, we have | P*| Sa | P'| ^6. But
r/s^r/(r,
s) = \ F'\. Therefore r ^6s, s^t2 and p —rs^6t*.
q.e.d.
Corollary.
There are only a finite number of normal subgroups
with t parabolic classes.

of Y

Theorem 2. Let p be a prime such that p= —1 (mod 3). Then there
is no normal subgroup of finite index in Y with p parabolic classes.1
Proof. Suppose TVis a normal subgroup with p parabolic classes,
level n and index p. By Lemma 3, G = Y/N contains a central subgroup F, generated by zk (where k divides n) such that [G:F]^p2.
H = G/F is a quotient group of T: H = T/M. Since z has order k in

H, M has level k, and index v^p2. Since | P| =n/k, v = kp/n = kp, so
that M also has p parabolic classes. The new level k satisfies k ^ p.
If k = p then H is a group of order v = p2, and therefore H is abelian.
But all abelian quotient groups of Y have order ^6, therefore v<p2

and k<p.
Let S be a Sylow p-subgroup of H and let m be the number of conjugates of S in H. Then m is of the form m = l+pr
and m\ kp. Since

k <p, it follows that m = 1 and 5 is normal in H.
Let K be the
ing | K\ = k and
Therefore H is
morphic image
k g 6. Thus k =

subgroup generated by zEH. KC\S has order divid\S\ =p. Since these are relatively prime, KC\S= {1}.
the semidirect product H=S-K.
Thus AT is a homoof H, and therefore of Y. Since K is abelian, the order
1, 2, 3 or 6. However, 6\v = kp, since x and y are non-

trivial in H (if x = l or y= 1 then »<^3). Thus 6| k, k = 6 and v = 6p.
But M. Newman [3] showed that 6p does not occur as the index
of a normal subgroup of T, wherxp = —1 (mod 3) and p is prime, q.e.d.
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